
Chapter 1. 

Most common stitches used in Irish crochet. 

Clones knot stitch. Roll stitch.  

Picots. Rings, buttons, bobbles, and flower buds. 

Chain stitch. Chain. Slip stitch. Other stitches: half double crochet (hdc), double crochet (dc), 

treble crochet (tc  tr  trc). Picot on a chain. Picot on a single crochet. Roll stitch (bullion). Clones 

knot stitch (CKS). Rings. Rings with picots. Buttons. Bubbles. Heart bubble. Motifs. 

Project "Scarf "Garden".  

 

Chapter 2. 

Reading diagrams. Medallions.  

Symbols that make a diagram. Reading diagrams. Medallion with Irish Rose. Triangular 

medallion. Connecting medallions. Crochet motifs by reading the diagrams. 

 

Chapter 3  

Crochet over the packing cord.  

Crocheting the round over the PC (packing cord). Shaping motifs with packing cord. Different 

ways of using PC. Rose leaf over the PC. Crochet leaf over the PC (part 1, and 2). Video lesson. 

Crochet Fern leaf over the PC. Branches based on crochet over the PC. 

 

Chapter 4  

The door into the past: traditional Irish crochet and classical motifs. 

Irish rose. Irish rose over the PC. Rose leaves (3 variations). Grape leaves. Scrolls: half scroll, 

scroll over the PC, big scroll. Fan. Shamrock. Lacy shamrock. Flowers.  

 

 



Chapter 5.  

Background netting (filling) in traditional Irish crochet.  

Important tips on how to crochet a perfect background netting. Simple BN (background netting). 

Diamonds with picot. Diamonds with shamrock. Diamonds with one picot. BN with Clones knot 

stitches. Asymmetric BN. Diamonds with single crochet and picots. Simple double netting. 

Double netting with picots. BN with picots and horse shoe. Irregular double BN.  

Project "Potpourri Pillow" 

 

Chapter 6.  

Traditional background netting with a modern twist. 

Learn Traditional Irish Crochet with the project - "Tea Cozy". Learn to crochet 3-scalloped edge, 

and 6-scalloped edge. Learn to connect motifs with asymmetric background netting.  

 

Chapter 7.  

Elements of modern Irish crochet: what's the difference? 

Crab stitch. Wrapped stitches: bullion block (block) stitch, bullion stitch. Popcorn stitches. Puff 

stitches. Romanian cord. Swirls. Swirls with petals, block stitches. Connecting Romanian cord. 

Romanian cord with edges. Buttons with Clones knot stitches. Learn to crocet 25 motifs for your 

collection. 

 

Chapter 8.  

Modern Irish Crochet. Background netting. The key to success in irregular 

netting.  

Materials needed to start modern background netting. General information about modern netting. 

Transition chains. Connecting with a slip stitch. Connecting with double and treble crochet. 

Netting inside the swirl. Turning chains in irregular background netting. How to avoid stretched 

stitches in netting.  

Project "Flower Heart". 



 Chapter 9.  

Elements of modern Irish crochet: where tradition meets with modern. 

Learn to crochet, combining Traditional and Modern techniques with two projects: crochet collar 

and a purse. Introducing new background netting - irregular BN with unfinished Clones knot 

stitches. Crochet beautiful motifs, and new decorative edge.  

 

Chapter 10.  

Modern Irish crochet. Shaping Romanian cord into a paisley. 

Romanian cord in action. Learn to use Romanian cord for in a project - Paisley.  Learn crochet 

reversible Crab stitch. Introducing new background netting - irregular Tunisian netting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


